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                Function of sentence final position   
 
 

O. Introduction 
 

The Mende language is spoken by about 5.000-6.000 

people in the Nuku district of Sandaun province. It  was 

previously classified as  the western dialect of th e Kwanga 

language, which has been classified as a Papuan lan guage of 

the Sepik-Ramu Phylum, Sepik Sub-Phylym, Sepik Supe r-Stock, 

Middle-Sepik Stock and Nukuma family (Wurm 1982). H owever, 

the speakers of the language rejected the language name 

Kwanga, so due to socio-linguistic reasons the Mend e 

language is now classified as language of its own. 

The research for this paper was carried under the 

auspices of Summer Institute of Linguistics. The da ta on 

which the analysis is based was collected between 1 991-1998, 

primarily from the Mende people living in Mambu vil lage, but 

also from speakers from Usitamu and Aptuono village s. I want 

to express my gratitude to Bob Conrad and Karen Row e, whose 

assistance and comments were invaluable for the com pletion 

of this paper. 

In the Mende language the unmarked clausal word is SOV. 

The first subject slot is filled only when the topi c of the 

clause is introduced or when the speaker wants to h ighlight 

or contrast the subject. Class II pronoun copy of t he 

subject occurs immediately preceding the verb. (The  four 
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classes of personal pronouns are discussed in Ikähe imonen, 

1998a.) 

 (1) ma    lar   asa-n      or-mu            ji-ra. 
      man  one dog-OBJ 3M.cl.2-TOP  hit- NARR.PAST 
 
     ‘A man hit the dog.’ 
 
(2) aka-k             ni        ta-ha        Tarja-n     ishavaka-n     shi-mu               ha-ra. 
      house-LOC  1P.cl.2 come-SS Tarja-OBJ greens-OBJ    DUAL.cl.2-TOP give-NARR.PAST 
 
     ‘We two came to the house and gave greens to Tarja.’ 
 
(3)  nuku-k      a            i-ku. 
       nuku-Loc 1S.cl.2  go-VOL  
 
       ‘I will go to Nuku.’ 
 

The sentence final verb carries the aspect and/or t ense 
markers. 

In the beginning of the clause there is a slot that  is 

reserved for the topic, which may be the subject of  the 

clause (4) or the object of the clause (5). Clause fronting, 

usually with noun + demonstrative is used to signal  subject 

or object topic. 

(4)   ma    oto            or-mu              wanje tava-ra. 
       man  DEM.3M  3M.cl.2-TOP   cane  break-NARR.PAST 
 
      ‘That man, he was breaking cane.’ 
 
(5)   wasware siji   oso          pirkko torok buk    baibel-in    li  
       papaya   seed  DEM3F   name   here   book  bible-OBJ 3PL.cl.2 
 
       tormble-ku-ri-k                  laninguap-ik    si          lahara-ri      sir. 
       translate-VOL-PAST-DS  place-LOC       3F.cl.2  bring-PAST  3F.cl.3 
 
    ‘As for that papaya seed, Pirkko brought it from the Laninguap when they came to translate the Bible 
Book.’ 
 

Usually the object (both direct and indirect) are 

marked with the object marker - n, but when the object of the 

clause fills the topic slot the object marker - n is omitted 
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(5). 

When the free personal pronoun (Class I) is used in  the 

topic slot, it is used for emphasis (6). 

(6)  Shi-mu                mba-ra                    ‘tarja aka-k          li        nak       shir            indiyok  shi 
      DUA.cl.2L-TOP  speak-NARR.TNS  tarja house-LOC stay    so.that DUAL.cl.1 again       DUAL.cl.2 
 
      layi-hi          naksuluyi  sumbu-n          shi               likri-hi    lafaka-ha shovo-n          shi 
      go.down-SS sago.pulp  left.over-OBJ  DUAL.cl.2  wash-SS  leave-SS  limbum-OBJ DUAL.cl.2
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      la-ha       ni            rasa-ha        yangak rasaha             layi-mbu-shi-lawu-ka.  
      take-SS   1PL.cl.2  go.up-SS      place-LOC go.up-SS   go.down-wade-ORD-go.up-HORT 
 
          
‘Then we two said to Tarja, ‘Tarja, you stay (and wait) here at the garden house and (as for ) we two will 
go and finish washing of the sago and leave it and take (our) limbums and come and and we will go to the 
village, we will go up and down and wade (the creek) and go up (to the village.)’’ 
 

Commonly a sentence in narrative text will finish w ith 

a finite verb which carries the aspect and/or tense  markers. 

However there are several circumstances in which so mething 

else will come after the finite verb. Dik (1989:345 ) divides 

languages into prefield and postfield languages : 

 
(SP1) A language makes a basic choice between Prefi eld 
and Postfield ordering of dependents with respect t o 
their heads. 
(SP2) Defines the following basic patterns for 
Prefield and Postfield languages: 
Prefield:  S O V 
Postfield: V S O 

The The Mende language fits well to Dik’s definitio n of 

a Prefield language. He continues that 

The prefield is universally less hospitable to 
complex material than the Postfield; Prefield 
languages may thus be expected to posess strategies  
for relieving the Prefield of excessive complexity.  
(This) predicts that Prefield languages will often 
tend to place certain constituents in the Postfield . 
(p.350) 

Next we will look at the items which can occur in t he 

Postfield (following the verb)in Mende. 

    1. Class III Pronoun occuring after the final verb 
 
 

Class III personal pronouns may occur after the 

sentence final verb in non-event sentences. It shou ld be 
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noted that their usage in narrative texts is not ve ry 

frequent. They appear mainly within direct quotes o r 

encoding other background information and are often  followed 

by the subjective certainty marker (CER) - a. These pronouns 

can refer to a human or non human animate or inanim ate 

subject or object. 

Subject overtly clear: 

(7) minja-n      na         waro-nda    nir-a. 
      grass-OBJ  1S.cl.2  weed-HAB 1S.cl.3-CER 
 
     ‘I (habitually) weed grass.’ 

 
 
Subject (implied): 

(8) hako frijip nom  nana-njik  mbeek tasa-wa                      ambu lir. 
     but     two   only  to.be-BEN where come.up-NR.PAST  NEG 3PL.cl.3 
 
   ‘But if there are only a few (of them, churches that  were talked about previously) they (SIL people that 
     were talked about previously) will not come. 
 

Object: 

(9)  pulamakau oso         inyi  waia oso-n                 ni           taitim u-ku-a                sir. 
      cow             DEM3F  fence wire DEM.3sf-OBJ  1PL .cl.2 tighten do-VOL-CER 3SF.cl.3 
 
     ‘Concerning this cow fence wire, we will go and tighten it.’ 
 

subject or object: 

(10) u-ri-k            japan-ik  fehe            karem          li              mba-ri         lir-a. 
        do-past-DS  japan-Loc originate like.this        3PL.cl.2  speak-past    3PL.cl.3-CER 
 
      ‘They were from Japan, that is what they said/ They were from Japan, that is what they talked about 
them.’ 
 

It seems to be that if the speaker wants to highlig ht 

the object, he uses the pronoun that refers to the object 

following the final verb in the sentence (9). If th e speaker 

wants to highlight the subject, he chooses the pron oun that 

refers to the subject following the final verb in t he 
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sentence (8). So, the choice of the personal pronou n after 

the verb is more pragmatic than grammatical. Dik (1 981:149) 

defines Focus  

‘as pragmatic function which characterizes 
constituents which present relatively the most 
important or salient information with respect to th e 
pragmatic information of the Speaker and the 
Addressee.’  

So, by the choice of the Class III pronoun followin g 

the sentence final verb the speaker chooses to focu s either 

the subject or the object. Note that this is slight ly 

different from the function of the clause initial p osition, 

which encodes the clause topic - what the speaker i s talking 

about. Also in (9) both functions are merged. 

2. Adverbial phrases after the finite verb 

 
  Various adverbial phrases can be used after the 

verb to give more specific information about time o r 

location.  

  The unmarked clause position of locative phrases 

is before the final verb, just preceding the subjec t 

pronoun.  

(11)  yanga-k         ni-mu             tasa-ra 
        village-LOC  1PL.cl.2-TOP come.up-NARR.PAST 
      
       ‘We arrived to the village’ 

 
  However, if the locative phrase is complex, i.e. 

there are several phrases encoding the location, on e of them 
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can appear at the end of the sentence (12). Sometim es the 

location appears to be like an afterthought that th e speaker 

adds at the end of the sentence (13).  

(12) kasal         waran-ik     nangen-ik      shi-mu                 wa-ra                                        aid post mashi-
k. 
 over.there waran-LOC nangen-LOC  DUAL.cl.2-TOP stay.over.night-NARR.PAST aid post place-
LOC 
 
     ‘We stayed overnight there at Waran at Nangen by the aid post.’ 
 

(13)  u-shi-hi        shi-mu                 raka-shi-ra-ra,                                       nombo laka kop. 
  do-ORD-SS DUAL.cl.2-TOP come.down-ORD-come-NARR.PAST road     big    LOC 
 
‘And thus we two kept on coming down and we two came (back), following the main road.’ 
 

  Temporal phrases usually occur at the beginning of the sentence to give information about the 
temporal setting of the event.
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(14) hinyer      nuku-k       ni-mu              lawura. 
       yesterday  nuku-LOC 1PL.cl.1-TOP go.up-NARR.PAST 

  
      ‘We went up to Nuku yesterday.’ 
 

However, occasionally the temporal phrase can occur  

after the finite verb (15). This can be viewed as a n 

afterthought or an added piece of information that is not 

crucial for the setting. 

(15)  er      shi               i-hi     munundi-k       shi              lawu-ri               half past tri. 
        thus  DUAL.cl.2  go-SS munundi-LOC DUAL.cl.2 come.up-PAST  half past three 
 
         ‘We kept on going and arrived at Munundi at half past three.’ 
 

3. Afterthought or extra information 
 

  Any other kind of adjectival phrase that is used as an 

afterthought, either to clarify the proposition or to give 

extra information about the topic, comes after the finite 

verb (16).  

(16) lerawu oso      an        mu      laninguap-ik       la-ri          sir,        yerble mende-n. 
        work    DEM  1S.cl.1 TOP    laninguap-LOC   do-PAST   1S.cl.3  last very-OBJ 
 
         ‘Concerning the work at Laninguap, it was I who did it, the very last work.’ 

 
 

(17)  er      shi              i-hi      nombo oso     shi               i-ri,          home mende. 
         thus DUAL.cl.2  go-SS  road DEM3F DUAL .cl.2 go-PAST long very 
   
         ‘We kept on going and the journey was really long’ 
 
(18) las   li             u-wa               hala,   amber. 
        one 3PL.cl.2  do-NR.PAST NEG  all 
 
      ‘Not only one of them, let them all do the work.’ 
 
(19)   naku-n      ni            likri-ri-k             ma  wasilaka-k   si-mu  
         sago-OBJ 1PL.cl.2  wash-PAST-DS  rain big-ADVL   3F.cl.2-TOP 
 
        raka-ra                                ma    kanda-k      raka-ri                    ambu.. 
        come.down-NARR.PAST rain   small-ADV come.down-PAST  NEG 
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       ‘We washed the sago and then a very heavy rain started. It wasn’t a light rain, it was a very heavy rain.’ 

 
Sometimes the topic is repeated as an afterthought,  or 

as extra information, to ensure that the addressee 

understands what the topic of the clause is (20). I n oral 

speech there is often a slight pause before the 

afterthought. This is indicated in the orthography by the 

use of a comma. 

(20) jir            nokopji,  akasumbu              roso       am  o-r, 
       2PL.cl.1  women,   backside.of.house DEM3.F now swallow-PAST  
 
      haus  lotu        akasumbu                     roso-n  
      house worship surroundings.of.house DEM.3F-OBJ 
 
‘You women (I’m talking to you), around this house it is all covered up (with weeds), I’m talking about this 
church house (around it it is all covered up). 
 

In sentence 20 the first slot is the Vocative slot,  

which is filled with the addressee jir nokopji,’you (plural) 

women’, then the speaker introduces his topic akasumbu roso 

‘back of the house’. Then, following the final verb , the 

speaker repeats akasumbu roso ‘back of the house’ and adds 

extra information haus lotu ‘church house’ to make it clear 

that he is talking about the surroundings of the ch urch 

building, not any other building. It should be note d that 

this explanatory clause gets the object inflection - n as it 

is functioning as an object of an elliptical explan atory 

sentence amu mbandua ‘I’m talking’i.e . haus lotu akasumbu 

roson amu mbandua ‘I’m talking about the back side of the 

church house.’ 
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4.1. Adverb karem 

 
The adverb karem is used cataphorically at the end of a 

sentence when it is followed either by a list or an  

explanation of the preceding or previous propositio n. 

(21) apingua gilian-in   ni    makim u-shi       nak      komiti-k              or   si-ku-a,                 karem.  
       apingua  gilian-OBJ 1PL  mark  do-ORD so.that committee-INST 3M stand-VOL-CER  like.this 
        
‘We elected Apigua Gilian to become the committee member, like this.’ 
 

  Example (21) is the opening sentence of an explan ation 

of election procedures. After this sentence the spe aker goes 

on to tell how they used to have government regulat ions 

concerning community work, and how they had stopped  doing 

community work and now they would restart it. Then he comes 

to the final sentence: 

 
(22) u-ku-ri-k                  ambehom-a.  komiti       or           ni-mu           ewe-ri       ri-a,        karem. 
       do-VOL-PAST-DS enough-CER committee 3M.cl.2  1P.cl.2-TOP put-PAST 3M-CER like.this 
 
‘ They worked like this (refers to the work of the committee member) enough (of this talk). He is the 
committee member we elected, like this (referring back to the whole procedure of the election) he was 
elected. 
 

In the first sentence of the story (21) karem is used 

cataphorically to refer to what is coming, whereas in the 

last sentence (22) karem is used anaphorically to refer to 

the whole text. The intonation in both cases is a f alling 

intonation. The two different uses of karem can be 

distinguished only by carefully examining the whole  

linguistic context. 
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5.  Negation words  

 
The negation words in the Mende language come after  the 

finite verb. They can be followed by the intensifie rs te/ re. 

Detailed description of their scope and usage is fo und in 

Mende Grammar Essentials (Hoel, Ikaheimonen, Nozawa , 

1994:42-45)  

(23) uhu    shi-mu                 hishi-ra,      ma  avisha  nga    ma   tle       nga     nagrem  ni  
 do-SS DUAL.cl.2-TOP think-PAST man white  CONJ man black  CONJ together 1PL.cl.2  

 
 ndirsa-ha            ni           a-ku-a               oso       mbeek  jivi-k            na-nda            ambu re! 
 get.together-SS  1PL.cl.2  eat-VOL-CER  DEM   where  good-ADVL become-HAB NEG  INT 
  
   
       ‘And we two thought, it is really  no good that we white men and black men get together and eat 
together!’ 
 
(24) tarja  mba-wa-k                   aka-k            a          lawu-hu   shi               heye-wa             mende! 
        Tarja  speak-NR.PAST-DS house-LOC 1S .cl.2 go.up-SS DUAL.cl.2  look-NR.PAST NEG 
 
   ‘Tarja told me (to come up) and I went up to the house and we two looked for (it) and could not see (it).’
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4.1. Optative kom with optional intensifier  te/re 
 

Another feature that comes only after the final ver b is  

the optative particle kom, which is often followed by the 

intensifier  te/re (which are in free variation). The 

optative kom is discussed here along with the negation words 

because it expresses the speaker’s wish or intentio n to 

obtain something that was not fulfilled (25) or els e is a 

mild polite imperative (26), (27). It encodes a neg ative 

result of an intention and thus it is not surprisin g that it 

functions is a similar ways as the other negative w ords. 

(25) solwara-k           a          uja-wa                   kom  te. 
       sea.water-LOC  1S.cl.2  wash-NR.PAST    OPT INT 
 
      ‘I really wish  I could swim at the sea (but I was unable to)!’ 
 
(26) akayanga-n  a           sutla-wa             kom. 
        door-OBJ     1S.cl.2  open-NR.PAST OPT 
 
       ‘I wish I would be able to open the door (i.e. ‘Please, open the door!’)’ 
 
(27) a           misi-wa            kom. 
       1S.cl.2  hear-NR.PAST OPT 
 
      ‘I would have liked to hear (i.e. ‘Please, repeat it/let me hear it.’).’ 
 

   In these examples the speaker is expressing a 

polite request or a desire or wish for which there is no 

possibility of fulfillment. The speaker would like to swim 

in the sea, but the sea is more that 200 miles away , so 

there is no real possibility for that.  Kom implies the 

speaker’s strong desire that what (s)he is expressi ng would 

happen, so it can be used as a polite request, as i n 

examples (26)and (27). 
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5. Class IV pronouns used in polar questions 
 

Class IV personal pronouns are used after the final  

verb to form polar questions. Negative polar questi ons are 

formed with the negation word ambu. 

(28)  akwa-n      nyi        u-ri         ambu ony? 
         Food-OBJ 2F.cl.2 do-PAST NEG  2F.cl.4 
 
         ‘Didn’t you make any food?’  
 
(29)   masin    oso           kava-k          na-ri                os? 
         machine DEM.3F. bad-ADVL  become.PAST 3F.cl4. 
 
        ‘Did that machine break down?’ 

 

6. Various particles occuring  after the final verb 

6.1. Dubitative particle mbe 
 

The dubitative particle mbe is used after the finite verb. 

The sentence final intonation is rising.  

(30)  ma  raka-ku-nda-s                             mbe   mo   ma   raku- nda                       ambu-s         mbe?  
         rain come.down-VOL-HAB-3F.cl.4 DUB ALT rain come.down-VOl-HAB  NEG-3F.cl.4 DUB 
 
            
     ‘I wonder if it is going to rain or not?’ 
 
(31) mbele wolo-k         or           ta-ku-a                 sarere-k              mbe               sande-k  mbe? 
       what   time-TEMP 3M.cl.2  come-VOL-CER  Saturday-TEMP DUB Sunday-TEMP    DUB 
 
     ‘I wonder when he is coming on Saturday or on Sunday?’ 

 

6.2. Alternation particle mo 
 

The alternation particle mo is used after the finite verb. 

It can be followed by negation word wahaw to express greater 

uncertainty. The sentence final intonation is risin g.  
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(32)  fle oso-n       am    a         ji-wa-s                           mo,    mi   hatla jeye-n  
        pig DEM.3F now 1S.cl.2 hit-NR.PAST.3SF.cl.4 ALT   tree dry   side-OBJ  
 
       a           ji-wa-n                          mo? 
      1S.cl.2  hit-NR. PAST-1S.cl.4   ALT 
 
‘Did I kill that pig or did I just hit the side of the dry tree?’ 
 
(33) nowe-k          mi          i-ku         mo    wahaw? 
       garden-LOC 2M.cl.2  go-VOL   ALT NEG 
 
‘Are you going to the garden or not?’ 
 

6.3. Sequential particle nak 

 
The sequential particle nak is used to give 

instructions (34). It is also used in elliptical se ntences. 

The exact meaning of this kind of sentence is infer red from 

the linguistic context (35). 

(34)  hala  nak       si         nivi   nak! 
        leave so.that  3F.cl.2 ripen so.that 
 
‘Leave it so that it will ripen (so that we’ll harvest it)!’ 
 
(35) awar-si      nak 
       little-stand so.that 
 
    ‘Wait for a while (then I will come).’ 
 

7. Right dislocated element : phrase or clause 
 

The normal unmarked clause order is S O V.  

(36)  Paul  fle   oso-n          or-mu      heye-ra. 
        Paul   pig  DEM-OBJ  3M-TOP  see-NARR.PAST 
 
‘Paul  saw that pig.’ 
 
(37)  Paul  fle  oso    si-ri-n                    or-mu   heye-ra. 
         Paul pig DEM stand-PAST-OBJ 3M.TOP see-NARR.PAST. 
 
‘Paul saw that  that pig was standing .’ 
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However, when the speaker wants to highlight or give more prominence to the object of the sentence it is 
right dislocated and comes after the finite verb as a complement phrase or clause.
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(38) Paul or              heye-ri     fle oso     si-ri-n 
       paul 3S.M.cl.2  see-PAST pig DEM stand-PAST-OBJ 
 
‘Paul saw that it was the pig that was standing there.’ 
 

Sentence (37) is an unmarked way of reporting someb ody 

seeing a pig standing somewhere; and the tense used  after 

the finite verb is the narrative past tense - ra, which is 

normally used in narrative context. But (38) highli ghts the 

fact that is the pig and nothing else that is stand ing 

there. The dependent past tense - ri is  followed by the 

object clause, which is marked with the object mark er - n. 

Now let’s look at some other examples: 

 (39) u-ri-k             Francis or           si-hi         or          heye-ri,       ma  kava  lar  
        do-PAST-DS Francis 3M.cl.2   stand-SS  3M.cl.2 see-PAST   man poor NUM 
 
       jivi ambu  kumba angop   koro-nda-ri. 
      good NEG leg        already  cut-HAB-PAST 
 
‘Then Frances stood and saw a very very poor man whose leg had been cut.’ 
 
(40)  na         raka-si-hi                    na        siwanga-ri,             fle fle nijava  oso      jikisi nga  
         1S.cl.2 come.down-stand-SS 1S .cl.2 stand.listen-PAST pig pig mother DEM child CNJ 
           
        si          la-ha      si-mu            lawu-ra. 
        3F.cl.2 bring-SS 3Fcl.2.-TOP go.up-NARR.PAST 
 
‘I came down and stood and listened and heard that a pig, a mother pig taking her piglet with her went up.’ 
 
 
(41)  Na        i-hi      na       si-hi        na        heye-ri,      fle nom  fle noko   oso    nom os  
          1S.cl.2 go-SS 1S.cl.2 stand-SS 1S.cl.2 see-PAST pig only pig female DEM only 3.F.cl.4 
 
           a-mu            heye-ra. 
           1S.cl.2-TOP see-NARR.PAST 
 
‘Then I kept on going and saw a pig, a female pig, I only saw that female pig.’ 
 
(42) balus-in       tolo-nda-ri           ma oto        or          heye-ri,      nombo  os         ni  
        plane-OBJ  hold-HAB-PAST  man DEM  3M.cl.2 see-PAST   road      3F.cl.4 1PL.cl.2  
 
       ra-ku- ri                am   kava-k      na-r. 
       come.VOL-PAST now bad-ADV become.PAST 
 
‘The pilot saw that the way we were supposed to come had became bad.’
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(43) naku oso-n     a         sorngo-ho shi               heye-ri,      mbeek fle ome   nga      na-r         ambu. 
        sago 3F-OBJ 1S.cl.2 open-SS     DUAL.cl.2 see-PAST  where pig meat  CONJ   be-PAST NEG 
 
‘I opened the sago (bundle) and we two saw that it was not with pig meat.’ 
 

We see that right dislocation is a stylistic featur e 

that can be used to introduce a new participant int o the 

discussion in a dramatic way (38, 39) or to mark a climax 

(40, 41) or to mark an important event of the story  (40, 

43). Right dislocation gives a strong clue that the  

information that the speaker is about to tell is ve ry 

important. Often, in oral speech, there is a slight  pause 

for suspense, or a nonverbal action like the slappi ng of 

hands, or an interjection like wahaw te ‘really’ that 

precedes the right dislocated clause. The head noun  of the 

complement clause is usually very elaborately intro duced as 

in ma kava lar, jivi ambu, kumba angop korondari ‘ very very 

poor man whose leg had been cut’  (39). 

Right dislocation is often used with sensory verbs such 

as ‘hear’ and ‘see’. However, its use is not restri cted with 

these verbs (44, 45). 

(44) Arkalovo-k         li-mu              mba-ra,                     misambi mashi oso-n. 
 Arkalovo-LOC 3PL.cl.2-TOP speak-NARR.PAST ground talk DEM-OBJ 
 
‘The land argument was discussed at Arkalovo.’ 
 

(45)  or          rasa-ha         ni          wahanda-ha     sande    nurum   or-mu  
  3M.cl.2 come.up-SS 1PL.cl.2 over.night--SS Sunday morning 3M.cl.2  
 
  sili-ra,                   report-in. 
  ask-NARR.PAST report-OBJ 
 
‘He came and we stayed overnight and the report ,  he asked  it on Sunday.’ 
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